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ABSTRACT. The odd spherical non-commutative tori were defined 

in [2]. Assume that no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out 

of Scu, and that the fibres are isomorphic to the tensor product of a 

completely irrational non-commutative torus with a matrix algebra 

Mfcm(C). It is shown that the tensor product of with the even 

Cuntz algebra C)2d has the trivial bundle structure if and only if 

km and 2d — 1 are relatively prime, and that the tensor product of 

with the generalized Cuntz algebra (9*  has a non-trivial bundle 

structure when km > 1.

1. Introduction
Given a locally compact abelian group G and a multiplier cu on 

G, one can associate to them the twisted group C*-algebra  C*(G, gu), 
which is the universal object for unitary ^-representations of G. And 
C*(Z z, ⑵) is said to be a non-commutative torus of rank I and denoted 
by A⑵. The multiplier cu determines a subgroup S⑴ of G, called its 
symmetry group, and the multiplier ⑵ is called totally skew if the 
symmetry group SL is trivial. And is called completely irrational 
if ur is totally skew. It was shown in [1] that if G is a locally compact
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abelian group and u is a totally skew multiplier on G, then (7*((9,  cu) 
is a simple C*-algebra.

As is well-known (cf. [6]) the non-commutative torus A⑵ of rank 
I is obtained by an iteration of Z — 1 crossed products by actions of 
Z, the first action on C(S1). When the non-commutative torus 
of rank I is not simple, by a change of basis, is obtained by an 
iteration of Z — 2 crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on 
the rational rotation subalgebra A끄 . Since the fibre M^(C) of A 끝 
is a factor of the fibre of』4아, can be obtained by an iteration of 
1 — 2 crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on A풉 , where 
the actions on the fibre Mfc(C) are trivial. So one can assume that 
Aa, is given by twisting C*(kZ  x fcZ x Z/-2) in A끌 ® C*(Z z“2) by the 
restriction of the multiplier ⑵ to ZcZ x x 2, where kZ x kZ is the 
primitive ideal space of A꿉 and C*  (fcZ x AZ, res of cv) = C*  (fcZ x fcZ).

Now each ^-homogeneous C*-algebra  over S2n-1 x T3 was con
structed in [9]. The odd spherical non-commutative torus S⑵ is de
fined by twisting C*  (T3 x Zz“3) in ® C*  (Zz“3) by a multiplier ⑴ 
on T3 x Z'—3, where C*(T 3,res of ⑵) = C*(T 3). Then S⑵ can be ob
tained by an iteration of l — 3 crossed products by actions of Z, the 
first action on the /c-homogeneous C*-algebra  over S2n-1 x T3, 
where the actions on the fibre M^(C) are trivial.

And it was shown in [12] that is realized as the C*-algebra  of 
sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra  bundle over 日2재—1 x T3 with 
fibres M/^C). It is well-known (cf. [7, 1이) that the non-commutative 
torus = C*(T 3 x Zz”3,cu) is realized as the C*-algebra  of sections 
of a locally trivial C*-algebra  bundle over Prim(A⑵) = S⑴ with fibres 
(7*(2//5 匕, ⑵i) for ivi a suitable totally skew multiplier on Z'/SG. The 
Mackey machine for a twisted crossed product says that C*  (Zz/, cui) 
is isomorphic to the tensor product of a completely irrational non- 
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commutative torus Ap with a matrix algebra Mm(C). Then S⑵ can 
be realized as the C*-algebra  of sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra  
bundle over Prim(Sa;) with fibres Ap ® M/cm(C).

Assume that no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out of 
A스. In [2], the authors proved that [lgj G 2<\)(亂) is primitive, and 
that the tensor product of S⑵ (with fibres Ap ® M^m(C) for Ap a 
simple non-commutative torus and km a positive integer (km > 1)) 
with a LAH7고-algebra Mp* of type p°° is isomorphic to
Ap ® Mkm (C) (g) Mpoo if and only if the set of prime factors of km is 
a subset of the set of prime factors of p.

We are going to show that the tensor product of S⑵ with C)2d has 
the trivial bundle structure if and only if km and 2d — 1 are relatively 
prime, and that the tensor product of with O*  has always a non
trivial bundle structure if km > 1.

2. Preliminaries
The homotopy group [S2n, BPU(k)] classifies ^-homogeneous C*-  

algebras over S2n. [S2n,BPU(k)] = [5=—i, 乃[/(人)] 으 Z if n > 1, 
스 Z/A:Z if n = 1, which are the cyclic groups. So each group has a gen
erator, and there is a unitary U{z) G PU(k) such that the generating 
k-homogeneous C*-algebra  over S2n can be realized as the (7* -algebra 
of sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra  bundle over S2n character
ized by the inner automorphism by the unitary U(z) 6 PU(k) over 
日2n—i jf (스 m) = p (|p| > 1), then consider the ^-homogeneous C 
algebra over S2n corresponding to each m G Z as the tensor product 
of MP(C) with a ^-homogeneous C*-algebra  over S2n, which is given 
by U(z) 뜸 e PU(흠). Consider U(z)m as U(z)뜸 0 Ip e PU(k), where 
Ip denotes the px p identity matrix. Then every k-homogeneous C*-  
algebra Bfc,m over S2n can be realized as the (7* -algebra of sections 
of a locally trivial C*-algebra  bundle over S2n characterized by the 
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inner automorphism by the unitary U(z)m e PU(k) over S271"1 for 
some m G Z. See [8] for more details.

2.1 Theorem. ([2, 9]) Let be a k-homogeneous -algebra
over S2n—1〉〈 S1〉〈 T2 whose k-homogeneous C*-subalgebra  with primi
tive ideal space S2n-1 has the trivial bundle structure. Then is iso
morphic to the C*-algebra  given by canonically replacing C(S2n—1〉〈 

S1 x T2) in one of ko-homogeneous C*-algebras  which are the tensor 
products of two homogeneous C*-algebras  with primitive ideal spaces 
S'2—1 x S1 and T2, or one of ko-homogeneous C*-algebras  Ck0 by a 
흢 -homogeneous (겨1-algebra A±_ over S2—1 x S1 x T2, where every 
•흢-homogeneous C*-subalgebra  of Ak_ with primitive ideal space T2 
or S2n—1 x S1 has the trivial bundle structure, and k()is a suitable pos
itive integer (ko | k). Here 6소0 is isomorphic to one of the following ko- 
homogeneous C*-subalgebras  of C(S2n“1 x [0,1] x T1 x [0,1], (C))
consisting of those functions f that satisfy

f ⑵ 1, w, t) = U(之)-"12 /(之, 0, w, t)U(z)m2

/(之,s,w,l) = I7(w)-mi/(之,5,w,0)i7(w)mi

for all (之, w) e S2—1 x T1, where U(z), U(w) e PU(ko) are deHned 
in the previous statement.

2.2 Theorem. ([2, 9]) Let be a k-homogeneous C-algebra*
over S2n—1 x T3 whose k-homogeneous C*-subalgebra  with primi
tive ideal space S2n-1 has the trivial bundle structure, and of which 
no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out. Then K()(Ak) 은 
Ki(Ak) 으 Z8, and [I4] G is primitive.

The even spherical non-commutative tori were constructed and in
vestigated in [2, 3].

2.3 Definition. Let Ak be a k-homogeneous C-algebra  over 
日2n—1 x qp3 whose ^-homogeneous C-subalgebra  with primitive ideal 

*
*
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space S2n—1 has the trivial bundle structure. The C*-algebra  given 
by twisting C(T3 x Z/-3) in ® C*(Z /-3) by a multiplier cu on 
T3 x 3, where C*(T 3,res of ⑴) = C*(T 3), is said to be an odd 
spherical non-commutative torus of rank Z + 1, and denoted by ⑴.

The odd spherical non-commutative tori S⑵ with primitive ideal 
space Prim(Su?) = S2n—1 play an important role to compute the even 
dimensional homotopy groups of the automorphism groups of the ten
sor products of completely irrational non-commutative tori with ma
trix algebras.

The set [M, BPU(k)] of homotopy classes of continuous maps of a 
compact Hausdorff space M into the classifying space BPU(k) of the 
Lie group PU(k) is in bijective correspondence with the set of equiv
alence classes of principal PU(fc)-bundles over M, and that principal 
PU (fc)-bundles over M and ^-homogeneous C*-algebras  over M are 
in one-one correspondence, i.e., every fc-homogeneous C*-algebra  A 
over M is isomorphic to the C*-algebra  of sections of a locally trivial 
C*-algebra  bundle with base space M, fibre and structure
group Aut(Mfc(C)) 으 Inn(Mfc(C)) 스 PU(k). See [12] for details.

Let Ak be a ^-homogeneous C*-algebra  over S2n~r x T3 whose 
^-homogeneous C*-subalgebra  with primitive ideal space 52n-1 has 
the trivial bundle structure. Then Ak may be realized as the C*-  
algebra of sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra  bundle over S2n-1 x 
T3 with fibres M//(C). And as is well-known (cf. [7, 1이) the non- 
commutative torus C*(T 3 x Zz-3,(』j) is isomorphic to the C*-algebra  
of sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra  bundle over Prim(C*(T 3 x

3,cu))  with fibres Ap ® Mm(C) for Ap a simple non-commutative 
torus and m a positive integer. So S⑵ is isomorphic to the C-algebra  
of sections of a locally trivial C-algebra  bundle over PrinXS^) = 
日2n—I〉＜ prim(C(f 〒 x Zz—3,0；)) with fibres Ap ® Mfcm(C).

*
*

*
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Since the non-commutative torus = C*(T 3 x 3,以) is the 
universal object for unitary ⑵-representations of is realized as 
C*( m, • • • , 凶 | UiUj = e2'心10where ui are unitaries and 0ji are 
real numbers for 1 < z, j < I. And C*(T 3,res of ⑴) = C*(T 3) and so 

느〜—
C*(T 3 x 3,cu) is obtained by an iteration of Z — 3 crossed products 
by actions of Z, the first action on <7*(T 3). Since the fibre Mfc(C) of 
Ak is a factor of the fibre of S⑴ can be obtained by an iteration of 
1 — 3 crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on A스, where 
the actions on the fibre Mc(C) are trivial.

Throughout this paper, we will assume that every ^-homogeneous 
C*-subalgebra  with primitive ideal space of a fc-homogeneous 
C*-algebras  over S2n~1 x T3 has the trivial bundle structure, and 
that no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out of Ak-

2.4 Theorem. ([2]) Let S⑵ be an odd spherical non-commutative 
torus of rank I+ 1. Then 2f()(亂) 은 •조：1(亂) 으 乞어, 히1己 [1§J 仁 互0(亂) 

is primitive.

Proof. The proof is by induction on I. For Z = 3, it was shown in 
Theorem 2.2 that 2f()G4fc) 스 기오、사(刀스) 은 名8, and [I4] 6 Kq{A^) 
is primitive.

So assume that the result is true for all odd spherical non-commu
tative tori of rank Z + 1 = i — 1. Write 亂 = C서‘(S》_i, 凶), where S》= 

C*(A a；,?Z4, .. ^Ui), Then the inductive hypothesis applies to S^_i. 
Also, we can think of 亂 as the crossed product of S》_i by an action 
a of Z, where the generator of Z corresponds to u》, which acts on 
C*( m, 以2, • • - /i사一!) by conjugation (sending Uj to UiUjU^1 == XjUj, 
Xj = exp(27「i知)). Note that this action is homotopic to the trivial 
action, since we can homotope 0敢 to 0. Hence Z acts trivially on 
the K-theory of S#_i. The Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for a 
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crossed product gives

Ko（亂-i） ■느으> 쪼o（亂—i） 외 ^o（Sz） —> 쪼1（亂—1） -느으> Ki（Si-i）

and similarly for Jfi, where the map ① is induced by inclusion. Since 
a*  = 1 and since the -groups of S#_i are free abelian, this reduces 
a split short exact sequence

{아 — ^o（Sz-i） •으> ^o（Sz） —> 互1（亂—1） —> {0}

and similarly for So Ko（亂） and A\（SJ are free abelian of rank 
2 • 2’—1 = 2\ Furthermore, since the indusion S》_i —> S으 sends 1§._1 
to 1아, [lgj is the image of [lg^J, which is primitive in 2C0（亂一i） by 
inductive hypothesis. Hence the image is primitive, since the Pimsner- 
Voiculescu exact sequence is a split short exact sequence of torsion-free 
groups.

Therefore,』<o（亂） 스 互1（亂） 으 乞2\ and [1§J € 7<0（亂） is primi
tive. □

We have obtained that [lgj € Ko（SuJ is primitive. This result is 
very useful to investigate the bundle structure of the tensor products 
of odd spherical non-commutative tori with UHF-algebras and Cuntz 
algebras.

2.5 Theorem. （[2]） Let be an odd spherical non-commutative 
torus with fibres for Ap a simple non-commutative torus
and km a positive integer. Let Mp<x> be a UHF-algebra of type p°°. 
Then （g）Mp。。is isomorphic to C（Prim（Sa；）） ® M〉m（C） ® Mp* 
if and only if the set of prime factors of km is a subset of the set of 
prime factors of p.

We have obtained that S⑵ ® Mp* has the trivial bundle structure 
if and only if the set of prime factors of km is a subset of the set of 
prime factors of p.
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3. The tensor product of an odd spherical non-commutative 
torus with a Cuntz algebra

Let us study the tensor products of odd spherical non-commutative 
tori 으아 with (even) Cuntz algebras.

The Cuntz algebra (九,2 < c/ < oo, is the universal C*-algebra  
generated by d isometries 呂己 ..., i.e., SjSj = 1 for all j, with the
relation H-------F SdsQ = 1. Cuntz [4, 5] proved that Od is simple
and the theory of Od is 2Q)((入) = Z/(d - 1)Z and Ki(Od) = 0. 
He proved that K()(C가) is generated by the class of the unit.

3.1 Proposition. Let be an odd spherical non-commutative 
torus with fibres Ap(g)M：m(C) for Ap a simple non-commutative torus 
and km a positive integer (km > 1). Let d be a positive integer such 
that km and d — 1 are not relatively prime. Then Oj ® is not 
isomorphic to Od ® (7(Prim(S⑵)) (g) (g) Affcm(C).

Proof. Let p be a prime such that p | km and p | d — 1. Suppose 
that Od ® So； is isomorphic to Od ® C(Prim(Su；)) ®』4P (g)
Then the unit maps to the unit le?d0c(Prim(su,))0Ap So

[lOd=J = ®= km[lc，d0C(Prini(^))0Ap]-

Hence there is a projection e in C心 (g) S⑵ such that [lc7d(g)sj = km[e\. 
But [lod=J = [lc?d] ® [1§J and \lOd] is a generator of K0(Od) 으 

Z/(d — 1)Z (see [5]). But p \ d — 1. {lod] Ple*]  for e*  a projection 
in C心. So [IgJ = p[ef] for ef a projection in S⑵. This contradicts 
Theorem 2.4. Hence km and d — 1 are relatively prime.

Therefore, O己 ® S⑵ is not isomorphic to Od ® C^PrinKS^,)) 
Mfcm(C) if km and d — 1 are not relatively prime. □

More generally, it follows from a result of R0rdam that km and 
d — 1 are relatively prime if and only if Od ® is isomorphic to 
Od ® 0(?15111(§아)) Mfcm(C).
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The following result is useful to understand the bundle structure 
of Od ®

3.2 Proposition. ([11, Theorem 7.2]) Let A and B be unital 
simple inductive limits of even Cuntz algebras. If a : Ko (A) —> Kq(B) 
is an isomorphism of abelian groups satisfying <X[1a]) = [1b], then 
there is an isomorphism(/): A —今 B which induces ct.

3.3 Corollary.

(1) Let p be an odd integer such that p and 2d — 1 are relatively 
prime. Then Om is isomorphic to O(m_i)hi ® Mp。。. That 
is, C)2d is isomorphic to C)2d ® Mpoo.

(2) C)2d is isomorphic to C)2d ® M(m)  .*

3.4 Theorem. Let S⑴ be an odd spherical non-commutative torus
with fibres Ap ® Mm(C). Then Om ® 亂 is isomorphic to Om ® 
C(Prim(Su,)) ® ® M^m (C) if and only if km and 2d—l are relatively
prime.

Proof. Assume that km and 2d — 1 are relatively prime. Let km = 
p2c for some odd integer p. Then p and 2d — 1 are relatively prime. 
Then by Corollary 3.3 C)2d is isomorphic to C)2d ® Mp<x>, and Om is 
isomorphic to 서)*  은 ® 으 C?2d®-^(2c)°° -
So C)2d is isomorphic to Om® 刀知。。®M(2c)。。스 Om® M(化m)=. Thus 
by Theorem 2.5 C)2d ® is isomorphic to C)2(i 예“[(km)*  ® which 
in turn is isomorphic to O2d⑭必(km)*  ®C(Prim(Sa;)) ® ®Mkm(C). 
Thus C>2d ® 亂 is isomorphic to O2d ® C(Prim(Sa;)) ® ®

The converse was proved in Proposition 2.6.
Therefore, Om ® is isomorphic to ® C'(Prim(Sa；)) 0 Ap® 

M；m(C) if and only if km and 2d — 1 are relatively prime. □

Cuntz [5] computed the K-theory of the generalized Cuntz algebra 
씨*  , generated by a sequence of isometries with mutually orthogonal
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ranges, 2fo(Ooo) = 乞 and = 0. He proved that 2C()(⑴oo) is
generated by the class of the unit.

3.5 Proposition. Let S⑵ be an odd spherical non-commutative 
torus with fibres Ap ® Mfcm(C). (9(乂)® S⑵ is not isomorphic to O  ® 
C(Prim(Su；)) ® Ap® (C) if km > 1.

*

Proof. Suppose (入心⑭으⑵ is isomorphic to (9oo®C(Prim(S^))® ®
Mfcm(C). The unit 1(9。。=。maps to the unit ®
I km- By the same trick as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, one can show 
that [1(9。。=己 = km[e] for a projection e e O。。® 亂. [1(9。。=』= 

Po。。] ® [1§J and [Io。。] is a primitive element of jq)(Ooo) 은 乞 (see 
[5]). So [1에 = km[ef] for a projection ef G This contradicts 
Theorem 2.4.

Therefore, ⑴스 ⑭亂； is not isomorphic to C?oo ® C®® 
MVC)- □
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